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Remembering in the present
After 9/11, French theorist Jean Baudrillard wrote that 'Nous avons même affaire, avec les attentats de New York et du World Trade Center, à l'événement absolu, la "mère" des évenements ' (2002: 9) . It is fitting, then, that perhaps the most emblematic, in the western hemisphere at least, of memorials to victims of the crimes we describe as 'terrorism' are the 9/11 memorial pools and the accompanying museum. Opened on 12 September 2011, the design is a reflection on absence, with two man-made waterfalls collapsing into the ground where the towers once stood, and victims' names inscribed on plaques attached to the pools' walls. A focal point of the memorial and museum site is the Survivor Tree, a callery pear tree that was growing on the site of the attack, and survived despite severe damage. As the memorial website informs us, 'New, smooth limbs extended from the gnarled stumps, creating a visible demarcation between the tree's past and present. Today the tree stands as a living reminder of resilience, survival and rebirth. ' The affirmation of life in the memory of death is a commemorative trope that attempts to reassure and rehabilitate the affected population. The resilience of nature in the face of manmade disasters acts as inspiration for many a commemorative initiative. The coincidence of the Charlie Hebdo terrorist attacks occurring in Paris in the same year as it hosted the COP 21 led to the launch on 19 March 2015 of 'l'arbre de la Fraternité et du vivre-ensemble' (France Diplomatie, 2015) , an initiative led by Michel Taube, head of the collective Ensemble citoyens.
He began the project by planting an olive tree in the Grand Palais. His gesture was not only 3 symbolic of peace, but also deliberately recollective of both the olive branch held by Marianne in the statue at Place de la République, and of the 'arbre de la liberté' -the trend of planting poplar trees during the French Revolution and its aftermath, an act that was accomplished with great ceremony and celebration. Many of these poplar trees are still standing today, and have been sites of public gathering and reaffirmation of core values in response to the confusion, fear and anger provoked by 'terrorist' attacks last year (Tritah, 2015) . This circular framework in which trees of fraternity are planted to commemorate terrorism, and trees of liberty are revisited to display fraternity in the aftermath of terrorism, each referencing one another, indicates the 'layered structure and unpredictable energy of collective memory', which this article will explore in relation to the Charlie Hebdo attacks (Rothberg et al., 2010: 2) .
Public commemorations and memorials, whether the product of popular or government initiative, are ostensibly produced in order to facilitate the process of 'moving on'. This affirmation of life was present in the brandishing of pens and the drawing of cartoons as a response to the Charlie Hebdo attacks and, later that same year, it was the ethos behind the 'faites la fête' movement that followed 13 November 2015 in Paris. The manner in which the crimes that constitute terrorism are commemorated are representative not only of the nature of the attack, then, but also of the present moment in which they are being remembered. Thus the 9/11 Memorial Museum includes a section dedicated to the contemporary global significance of the attacks, and the museum's collection is in constant evolution, with calls on the website for materials such as 'photographs, videotapes, voice messages, recovered property, clothing and other personal effects, workplace memorabilia [...]'. Similarly, the public memorial to Charlie Hebdo situated at the Léopold Morice statue of Marianne, Place de la République, still bears 4 multiple different representations of the 'Je suis Charlie' slogan that emerged from the attack, yet has also come to incorporate the more recent messages to the victims of 13 November.
Members of the public continue to take it upon themselves to maintain the memorial, removing dead flowers, tidying up and rearranging the various messages displayed there. They have formed a collective, known as '17, plus jamais', referring to the 17 people killed in January 2015. Their leader arranges public gatherings to tidy the memorial and preserve as many messages as possible, 'pour l'histoire', she states (Sabrina, France Inter, 2015) . As Andreas Huyssen has shown, this cathartic prerogative can be a double-edged sword: 'today we rather think of memory as a mode of re-presentation and as belonging ever more to the present. After all, the act of remembering is always in and of the present, while its referent is of the past and thus absent. Inevitably, every act of remembering carries with it a dimension of betrayal, forgetting, and absence' (Huyssen, 2003: 3-4) . And so despite the surge of solidarity and yearning to remember together that pushed millions into the streets after the attacks, politics were far from absent from the proposed memory act in France of a republican march: President François Hollande appealed to Nicolas Sarkozy to join the march, and the leader of the opposition took a full day to confirm his attendance (Vitkine, 2016) . As Vitkine's documentary shows, political strategy works to influence forms of commemoration as they emerge.
Indeed, multiple voices contribute to the memory narrative, whether political, or those of victims and their families, activist groups or those who work in the memory 'business' (museum workers, for example). The very act of selecting the form and manner of the commemorative act leads governments, municipalities, political groups and societies amongst others to hone and refine the narrative that emerges from the event being remembered. When a memory narrative is formed in response to 'terrorist' crimes, two different prerogatives are at play: on the one hand, the commemoration of the victims, on the other hand the reminder of the event's horror and, implicitly, the need for continued vigilance -a need which introduces the political dimension. A commemorative narrative is frequently reflective not of the event itself, then, but of the hierarchical power relations of the competing groups remembering it.
Charlie Hebdo: a multidirectional memory
The constantly evolving manner in which the Charlie Hebdo attacks are remembered has been typified by a spatial evolution. This is because, since the events of Rothberg's multidirectional memory refuses the 'ownership' of different pasts by different groups, instead it 'tries to draw attention to the dynamic transfers that take place between diverse places and times during the act of remembrance ' (2009: 11) . As the crowds gathered across the globe in the days following the Charlie Hebdo attacks, it was clear that, in this instance, the act of remembering brought many nations, languages, ethnicities, communities into a relationship of memory. This was emblematised by the group of leaders that marched arm in arm at the head of the 'marche républicaine' of Sunday 11 January 2015, but was manifest, with greater spontaneity, in the gatherings of candle-bearing supporters televised from across the globe, and in the flurry of global emotion that in the early stages gripped social media outlets (before the backlash emerged some days later). The escalating field of influence in which Charlie Hebdo has come to operate post-factum have meant that the calls for national unity that characterised François Hollande's immediate response seem in retrospect to have underestimated France's position as a focal point for international protest and commemoration -Charlie Hebdo suddenly 'belonged' to a far vaster population than that of France alone, given the global 'reaching out' that the attacks provoked. This multidirectionality has shapeshifted with each successive attack, when the lines of debate are reopened and Charlie Hebdo evoked in ever evolving frameworks of understanding.
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Inevitably, this ever-evolving construction of a memory narrative gives rise to alternative versions, sometimes subversive (for example Dieudonné's controversial 'je me sens Charlie Coulibaly').
1 Whilst an official, state-led memory narrative will frequently be one-directional, drawing on foundational moments in a national history to construct a framework within which to comprehend the event and form a united response, the explosion of Other memory narratives are multidirectional, drawing on a vast range of 'deterritorialized' influences to construct multiple narratives and frameworks which see the event through Other eyes. Hollande proclaimed hours after the attacks that 'Ces hommes, cette femme, sont morts pour l'idée qu'ils se faisaient de la France [...] Aujourd'hui c'est la République toute entière qui a été agressée. La République, c'est la liberté d'expression. La République, c'est la culture, c'est la création, c'est le pluralisme, c'est la démocratie' (Hollande, 7 January 2015) . In his role as Head of State he gave expression to the unifying and affirmative sentiments that it was his duty to pronounce, and that the people of France expected to hear. But his was only one, albeit powerful, voice in the emerging memory narrative, continually influenced by the 'rhizomatic networks of temporality and cultural reference that exceed attempts at territorialization (whether at the local or national level) and identitarian reduction' (Rothberg, 2010: 7) .
A one-directional memory
As part of the state-led initiatives organised one year after the Charlie Hebdo attacks, three plaques were unveiled on 5 January 2016. On the site of the old Charlie Hebdo offices (new offices are now being used by the staff in an unspecified location on the periphery of Paris), 10 rue Nicolas-Appert, a plaque to the 11 victims killed there by the Kouachi brothers. On the boulevard Richard Lenoir, a plaque to Ahmed Merabet, the policeman killed during their escape. This appropriation of the attacks on the commemorative plaque was unveiled, ironically, on the same day that right-wing presidential contender Alain Juppé claimed 'je ne suis pas toujours Charlie', on discovering the anniversary edition with its cartoon of God as a runaway assassin (Bacqué, 2016) . The cartoon favours laïcité, a founding principal of the Republic, but was clearly offensive to the Catholics, in particular, of France. It turned the Prophet Muhammed 'joke' back on a population that was so ready to defend it a year earlier. The official uniforms, the formal lines of politicians, the stiff choreography of the state-led act of remembrance -all hermetically sealed by the strict security structures that closed off the square to many of the public who had hoped to attend -stood in stark contrast to the everyday popular memorial of Place de la République (discussed below). If the commemorative gestures of the state enact the necessary duty of a government towards the nation's grief-stricken citizens, they also entrench the memory narrative within a discourse of patriotism that denies its global multidirectionality as well as its constant porosity.
Place de la République
Public acts of remembrance of Charlie Hebdo, however, have embraced and reflected memory's porous character. The focal point for this public remembering has been Place de la République, chosen spontaneously on the day of the attacks, long before official plaques had been commissioned and trees planted. A collective understanding drew Parisians to Marianne to light candles, wave pens, and comfort one another. Since 7 January 2015, in addition to its multifunctionality as a traffic roundabout, a place of commerce, a skate park, a campsite for the homeless, a meeting point... Place de la République has become a shrine, a constantly changing site of memory that draws visitors and mourners daily to read messages and often to place their own. This would not have been possible, had the architectural conditions not been created for the space to be used flexibly, and for the public to appropriate it. Prior to 2013, the Place de la
République (known to Parisians as 'la Répu', meaning 'replete', or 'stuffed' and hinting to its disorder of noise and messy urbanism), was dominated by traffic, difficult to pass through or cross over, and few would have considered it a space conducive to reflection and grieving. It has long been, nonetheless, a space of political demonstration and the focal point of many a 'manif'.
In this sense, the space was not adapted to the symbolic values afforded it by generations of French citizens.
In 2010 architects Pierre-Alain Trévelo and Antoine Viger-Kohler won a competition to reconstruct the Place de la République. Bearing in mind the difficulty faced by pedestrians, blocked in every direction by traffic, of reaching Morice's statue, the architects aimed to enable visitors, passers-by, demonstrators, the homeless -all end-users of the site -to 's'asseoir sur les genoux de la République' with ease (Trévelo and Voger-Kohler, 2010) . In doing so, they aimed to reunite the everyday citizen with the symbolic values supposedly represented by their nation-state. Indeed, the image that they describe hints towards seeking comfort and solace, though the architects could never have anticipated how the public would in the end come to use the space. (Vincendon, 2010) The architects hoped that the Place de la République would be an open space, the 'vide minéral' that they created allowing a public usage that was not preordained. Their fabrication of a mobile, porous, undefined space contrasts with the name of the site, with the pompous statue that is its focal point, in which the symbolism of the French nation is combined. It seems to acknowledge Michel de Certeau's following description of the city:
The city becomes the dominant theme in political legends, but it is no longer a field of programmed and regulated operations. Beneath the discourses that ideologize the city, the ruses and combinations of powers that have no readable identity proliferate; without 13 points where one can take hold of them, without rational transparency, they are impossible to administer. (1984: 95) Though the architects did not imagine that the newly opened site would become a shrine to victims of terror, their open structure created the conditions in which this was possible: the 'vide minéral' is conducive to gathering, to reflection, to meandering, to standing still, to prayer, to comforting one another, to standing back and taking photographs -even (strangely) smiling selfies. It also creates the sense of freedom necessary for so many people to inscribe their own messages of support on the statue, in multiple languages, in many colours, in pictures and in words. The absence of urban 'furniture' creates a space of ceremony, where not only the informal ceremonial gatherings of remembrance could take place, but also the official anniversary event, in all its static formality. Finally, but crucially, the open space was well adapted to the significant encampment of multiple media outlets from across the world in the days and weeks that followed the attacks. As they surrounded the statue of Marianne, closing off the noise and bustle of the surrounding city, their projections of memory images into people's homes across the world catalysed the creation of 'multidirectional encounters' (Rothberg, 2010: 9) with the event and the emerging memory narrative. This 'breaking news' footage of the evolving memorial at Marianne's feet contributed to the transnational becoming of a memory narrative 'freed from the (never actually) homogeneous space-time of the nation-state' (Rothberg, 2010:12) .
Rue Nicolas-Appert
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The focal point for remembering Charlie Hebdo is not, then, at the site that the attacks took place. The symbolism of the Place de la République but also its architecture, led to its role Je n'ai pas peur des represailles, je n'ai pas de gosses, pas de femme, pas de voiture, pas de crédit. C'est peut-être un peu pompeux ce que je vais dire, mais je préfère mourir debout que vivre à genoux (Charbonnier, 2012) The quotation appears in an interview in Le Monde, published in September 2012, and then republished on the day of the attacks (Ternisien, 2012; . Though these were not the words of Charb, they were originally spoken by Dolores Ibárruri, or La Pasionaria, the Spanish Communist leader. The quotation is accompanied by the 'Je suis Charlie' hashtag, and so encourages viewers to engage with the artwork via social media (no doubt creating for many the 16 myth that Charb himself was author of those words). This simple addition plays with the locatedness of the artwork: it is inscribed onto the office walls of Charlie Hebdo, but it is shared across the globe. The interaction between commemorative street art and social media is crucial to the creation of multidirectionality in remembering Charlie Hebdo. The art is both carefully and precisely situated, and completely deterritorialised.
The rue Gaby Sylvia, perpendicular to rue Nicolas-Appert and little more than an alleyway, is now the exhibition space for a new mosaic work by Jérôme Gulon, or his alias Beaumarchais, so if the urban stroller glances up, sees the mosaics, and follows the parcours down rue Gaby Sylvia, he or she will reach the rue Nicolas-Appert. In this sense, Morèje tries to tempt city-dwellers from their beaten path and guide them down the otherwise unremarkable alley to the site of the attack. The public are encouraged to become agents in the discovery and appropriation of city spaces, as their subjective experience of those spaces is altered.
Further works of street art exist all around the horseshoe road structure formed by rue Gaby Sylvia -rue Nicolas Appert -Allée Verte. Some are by known artists, others are anonymous. Along with the official plaque, they transform the mundane office building into a palimpsestial space of both memorial and exhibition. From the solid permanence of the engraved marble block expressing a national message of commemoration above one of the entrance doors, to the Banksy-esque stencils of the victims emerging around the street corner, the public encounter with the site of the attack is via a métissage of different styles and aesthetics that jolt the viewer by their unlikely proximity to one another. The spontaneity of the works, removed from the thoughtful curatorship of museum display rooms, distanced from the sanitizing barrier between viewer and viewed, and above all vulnerable to the public desire -whether to view, to appreciate, to efface, to alter, to copy, to touch, to photograph, are indicators of the openness of the memory process, its malleability, its constant rewriting.
Much has been commented upon regarding the handily tweetable slogans and logos that emerge now from 'terrorist' crimes and which, in some ways like the state narrative, attempt to fix memory, to package it for public use. While fascinating, this focus on the mass-produced memory statement of 'Je suis Charlie' occludes the heterogenous and constantly evolving public interaction with remembering Charlie Hebdo that is occurring on the pavements, the walls and the monuments of the city in which the magazine is produced, as well as via social meida. As
Rothberg has demonstrated, a 'direct line' does not run 'from memory to identity ' (2009: 5) .
This spontaneous engagement with the city, which has, it should be added, been largely supported by the Mairie de Paris, shares with the social media response its refusal to allow the memory to be 'owned' by a specific group. Its openness to all those who encounter and engage with it, whatever their political, ethnic, linguistic or religious background, is opposed to the attempt to entrench the narrative in French 'national identity' that typified official commemorative events.
The rearticulations of Charlie Hebdo that continue to echo across the city prove at least one slogan maker right. Inscribed on a poster, rue Nicolas-Appert, 'Vous voulez tuer Charlie? Vous venez de le rendre immortel'.
Notes
